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Получено Дайсоновское отображение векторной модели
взаимодействушнх бозонов на стандартную МВБ с динамической
симметрией V(21). Эта версия МВБ содержит S(T=1), D(T=1),
P(f=O)-бозоны, где Г - изоспин. С теоретике-групповой точки
зрения это соответствует бозонной реализации генераторов
Sp(12,R)

t
 то есть выражению их через генераторы НИ(21) 9 U(6)

группы. Обсуждается проблема удаления ложных состояний и
эрмитизация бозонного представления. Найден образ гамильтониана
БМВБ в пространстве выше упомянутых S, D, Р-бозонов.

The Dyson napping of the Interaction Vector Boaon Model on the
standard IBM with dynamical symmetry U(21) Is obtained. This
version of IBM contains the S<2^1), D(T=1) and P(T=O) bosons,
where T Is Isospfn of bosons. Frora group theory view point It
corresponds to the realisation of the Sp{12,R) generators In
terms of generators* of НЩ(21) *> U(6) gr*oup. The problem of
elimination of spurious states and HermHJzatlon of this boson
representation Is discussed. The Imagt; of the IVBM Hamlltonlan In
the space of above «antloneii S. D, P-bosons Is found.

( С j - Физико -'энергетический институт (ФЭИ), 1991



итюгостюи
А number of variants- of Interacting boeon model IBM-1,2,3.4

(1) «here e.d-bosons «1th different lsoepln T (or J-spln) and
spin S are the aaln building. Ыоскв have been Introduced In
nuclear physics.

Interacting vector boson aodel (IVBM) [21 where nuclear
states are considered as a syetea of even nuaber of the p-boeora
with isoepln T=1/2 is standing slightly apart. IVBM Is similar to
the standard.IBM In some aspects (for example, there Is an exact
solvable 93(3) rotational limit and so on) but there Is a certain
distinction also. The natural question about connections between
IYBM and standard versions of IBM arises. The answer could be
obtained by wans of the sapping of the. boson pairs with angular
momentum I and lsospln Г (ЕЫ)1,21,10) on the space of the Ideal
5 and D-bosons with lsoepln T=/ and P-bosons with T=O.

•Boson mapping technique that Is widely applied to the
problems of alcroocoplc foundation of the IBM (31' can be also
applied to our problem. IT Is well known that the noncompact
algebra Sp(12,Ii) Is a dynamical symmetry.algebra for IVBM. The
algebraic structure of IVBM permits us to use a number of results
that were obtained for the boson mapping of symplectlc algebras
(4]. The vector coherent states (VCS) and mixed boson realization
15) are of particular Importance for us. The VCS theory Is an
extension pf the standard theory of. the generalized coherent
states (61 to admit vector-valued functions. From the first slgtt
this approach seems as a complication but in fact it effects a
major simplification because it allow the intrinsic degrees of
freedom to be separated from collective •ones, thereby greatly,
simplifying tbt description of the latter. Also It allow the
tensorlal algebra formalism and hence the Wlgaer-Eckart theorem
to ba used to do atceaaary calculations. Besides a simple
It-matrix technique (5) has bam recently ' elaborated. This
efficient computational tool obviates the need for invoking the.

integral form of tat coherent state Identity
rtutlon to datermlae tat fCS lamer product. Tarns in the frame

of ttm VCS theory tha loaf steading problem of trainsf orattlon of

the Qpson m rapraaanUtloa into Holateim-Prlaakoff f8)

repraaajitatloa aas solved.
•» jauit to obtain the soson realization of the algebra

ар(2й,П) geaeretora written as double spherical tensors with



respect to S0
L
(3)*SU

T
(2) group. Sl*llar problei «as studied In a

number of papers of Bonatsos and Klein [9,103 where the
representations of compact ep(2d) algebra have been napped on the
boaon space. A more simple approach, suggested by the» to
construct boson images of the ap(2d) algebra generators written
In a tensor for»; Includes a solution of additional equations. In
this connection we will use In this paper a different approach
based on general technique (4,5) that allows the desirable
results to be obtained directly avoiding some subsidiary
calculations. In our opinion it is а йоге effective one.

In the first part of this paper we obtain the nonunitary
Dyson mapping of the generators of the ep(2d) algebra. Then It is
elaborated In the unitarized Holstein-Pri»akoff boson
representation. As a result It is shown that the IVBtf states with
even number of p-boeons can be exactly mpped on the states of
вигае specific version of the IBM with S,D and P-bosons, i.e., the
model that is Int. .'iedlate between IBM-3 and IBM-4 and that could
be conditionally naned "IBM-3.5". Similarly to the napping of the
fernrton space on boson space [11,12) the IVBM states are mpped
only on the part of the space (physical subspace) of the IBM-3.5
muel. Thus the proble» of separating the physical subspace and
Identification and cancellation of nonphyslcal (spurious) states
arises. It Is solved In Sec. 5.

It should be noted that this proble» has been discussed in
detail in connection with the lapping of the ferdon pairs (I.e.,
the representations, of compact algebras) In Befs.[11-14]. As for
the boson lapping of the boson pair (I.e., the representations of
nonconpact algebras) the proble» of spurious states was not
considered earlier to our knowledge. The origin of spurious
states when fermlon pairs are mapped are usually believed to be
the Pauli exclusion principle. Our consideration indicates that
the spurious states can appear also at the ' boeon-boeon mapping.
In the Park's paper (12) the Method of Identification and
revving of spurious states fro» the low lying energy elgenstates
has been suggested. He show that It can be reformulated and
applied to the proble» under consideration

The paper Is organized ae follows. : In sect.2 the
commutation relations for the яр(2а,Ю algebra generators taken
In the for» of double tensors are given. In eect.3 the exact
Dyson boson realization of the ар(2й,П) algebra generators Is
found. The rtoulte are reduced to a «ore elegant for» clarifying
their group structure in aec.4. Further on we restrict ourselves
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by the во called vacuum representations and dlecuae the
states problem In sec.5. In sec.6 the unltarlzation of the Dyson
representation Is realized using a similarity transformation. The
construction of boson Image of the IVBM Hamlltonlan and its»
connection «lth the Hamlltonlan of the standard IBM versions are
discussed. ' '

2. Somt Artinltlonf and commutation relation*

The ap(12,R) algebra Is a dynamical symmetry algebra for IV6M
Г2). Generators of this algebra can be constructed ualng boaon
creation and annihilation operators uj£, u*lf* satisfying the
following relations

For IVBH model U1 Ы я Ы ) and /W/2 l-fs%sf) , I.e., boeona
are three-dimensional vectors with respect to the ao(3) algebra.
Generators

of the ap(12,R) algebra (or, In the general case, ep(2d,R)
algebra with d *(2l+1)(2f*1)) can-be realized In terme of double
tensors of the £ rang ( «lth respect to the angular momentun
aob(3) algebra) and of the Г rang ( «lth respect to the m

f
(?)

algebra)

» —i- E d d u * V
l e
2
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АЛ
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Here

££ t-f
л i£j . (4)

The syaaetry properties of the Clebeh-Gordan coefficients £!,
я

result in sow restrictions on possible values of the angular
aoaentua L and leoepln f of two-boson generators JF** and G**,
naaely.

(-)
zl
-
L
 С-)

2
*'* - 1 . (6)

In IVBM Model these restrictions are of the fora

Therefore the low lying nuclear states are Interpreted In the
fraee of IVBM as a set of p-boson pairs. Since f=1/2 for p-boson
pairs only the values I,f=O, 1; 2.1 and 1,0 are permitted.

As a consequence of foraula (1) tke following coavutatlon
relations can be obtained for adtlpole operators £ £

? 4 ф - X
f
 Ъ

г
 Г, Т

г
 E

Here and later on we use the abbreviation Ь=/2ЬИ, and the
curly brackets < ) denote the 6-J syabols. It Is evident froa
Eq.(6) that operators j£. not changing the nuaher of bosons,
generate a aulaal coapact subalgebra of ap(2d.R), naaely the
u(d) algebra. The operator of the total nuaher of bosons

Ш - t «*£ i£ . <7)
Is connected with aultipole operator d^ In the following way

f = /(21+1 )(2f+1 j if*^ = ST J$£ . (8).

Now we write down the coaautatlon relations for the rest
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generators of the ap(2d,R) algebra

'-2L.LT, T (-

1
я
г

 т
гг

 x
i г

E Cf, . _ Cj*
t
 ,

 t
 f W ) (

f
»V) 4J , (10)

- о . • (ID

These coMutatlon relatione are slallar -to the coMUtation
relations of corresponding blferilon operators that were found in
paper [101 except for opposite signs at soae teris.

3. Mixed Dyson *o*on rMllmtlon of ••(2d,r)

To find the relations between the IVBH and standard versions
of IBM the 8p(12,R) algebra generated by operators A%%, FJ£, Gj*
should be napped on the space of S. D and F-bosons with the
lsosplns f, f and 0 respectively. At first «e concentrate our
attention on the general construction of Dyson mpplng of the
algebra вр(2й,Ю and then the explicit expressions for algebra
sp(12,R), «111 be given.

It should be noted that Dyson realizations for algebras
generated by blferalon operators have been considered In the
literature {9,101. However the Method used In that papers Is
applicable only to the so-called "vacuui representations" (I.e.,
scalar with respect to the u(d) algebra) and. cannot be used for
the construction of mixed realization In a general case. It can
be done using the general procedure described In the papers
14.5,15-18], baeed on the theory of the W S .

To determine the VCSe of the Sp(2d,R). group the' subalgebra
u(d) с ар{2й,Ю that contains the Cartan subalgebra, should be
taken and the generalized Gauss decoqxeltlon



g ж п_ * ft • n
+
 , (12)

should be fulfilled. Here n_(n
+
) Is a nllpotent subalgebra of

lowering GyJ (raising F^) operators and the subalgebra ft ie и(й)
algebra.

According to the coautation relations (9)-(ll) the operators
^ and FJfi are вою tensors with respect to the ftsubalgebra. The

arbiwary IR tal belonging to the positive discrete series of the
ap(2d,R) algebra, шау be expanded In terw of the lite Ш of the
u(d) algebra. Fro» these representations the so-called
"lowest-weight representation" defined by the equation

jJ юЛЯ> - О (13)

Is of particular importance.
Here fioAX>J Is a basis of the corresponding lowest-Height

representation and ЮЛЛ> is the highest weight vector with
respect to the h subalgebra of the group Sp(2d,R). Then VCS can
be written as following.

\Z> * E exp( E r£[ F%) ЮЛХ> , (14)

where Z%% are coaplex. parameters and * denotes complex
conjugation.

Then the VCS representation of an arbitrary state lf> In the
IB (VCS-wave function) is defined by

E 1о/Л> <аШ exp( E Z% $*) |»> . (15)

The VCS representation of an operator E

T(E) 19(Z)> = E №Лк> <аШ ехр( Е Й ? С&) E

Е ЮЛХ> <оАХ| Е
Я п

exp( E
tint



Is equivalent to вот partial differential operator I with
reapect to ZJ* .

Since vectors |<rAX> belongs to the lowest-weight
representation we have

Е ЮАЯ> <oAX.| FzT exp( E
A, " jMfpt

The "intrinsic operators" dj£ acts In a standard нкшпег on
the basis vectors of the lowest-weight representation ПоЛА>} of
the u(d) algebra according to

E ЮАЯ> <оЛМ 4 ?
 ex
P< E ZJ (£exP< E ZJ* (£*) |t> = *J* itfW> . (18)

It Is assured that the operators 4 ^ cowute with Zl*t and ^
Making use of the comitatlon relations (9)-(»l) of' the

ap(2d,R) algebra and foraulae (16)-(18) one can derive easily the
explicit VCS representation of generatora G^*, Fj£, A™ that
yields 1 (Mediately the Dyson boson realization of the ap(P3.R)
algebra by aeans of lsoeorflsi

The creation and annihilation operators b * ^ t tf* tor ideal
bosons with the angular amentum L and lsoepln T «atlafy the
standard boson coMitatlon relations

In the particular case ofap(12,R) algebra we deal with S and
D-boeons of T=1 lsospin and P-boeone of T=O Isospin and equations
(20),(21) take the following fore

%*"t'.J * Sm. 5tt,. (22)

.
Froi practical view point It Is ж>ге convenient to use

concept of the Osul operator (11,191 to obtain the Оуяоп boe<»n



realization. The Ueul operator

0* = E <aAk\ exp( E D*i£ <St) \O) . (24)

шрз the basis vectors

^ * * ( 2 5 )

Tt

«rtiere

n = i

on the

of the
Nanely

vectors

ideal boson

n

iMTt у

space.

U in)

IM
M,

n
Tt

•

(26)

(27)

and •

tf* |n> = inj . (27')

The symbol |O) stande for the ideal boson vacnua

»J£ \O) = О . (28)

Since the G^ operators are commiting the exponent in expression
(24) can be rewritten as a product

exp( E b * J J O = П exp( b'JJsJJ; . (29)

Now we can иве the following prescription (121 to find the Dyson
R PQ(E) of зоне operator S

U* E * p
D
(E) и* (30)

As wo; 11 as In a VCS-repreaentatlon (16) the.
Baker-Oainpbfcll-Hausilorf forwjla should be uee<J for the
eJaboratlon of »,h<? rebUion (30)



Е <0ЛК1ехр( E Ъ^в") Е 10)

A. nn' iMit T t T t imt T t T t

exp( E b
+
JJ (Я; Ю) (3!)

Ae a result the Dyson imges of the (^* generators take a simple
fora

The Dyson lMgse of the ̂ J esneratore

( 3 3 )

contain the Intrinsic operators Л** of the u(d) algebra that are
coiHitlng with the boson creation and annihilation operators
b +
rt

> b
rt-

 И п а 1 1
У
 t h e

 Dyson 1ш§в8 of the f^* generators read

* ('*** E KK *э К



The last formula can toe written In a different form assuming
mutter coupling scheme of tensors In the last ten. The
corresponding transformation can be done using the standard
technique of the angular momenta recoupling

Ы(ЪЬ E f
L
5
T
S

U(L
r
L
3
,L,L

4
,l

s
,l

2
) U(T

f
,T

g
.T,T

4
,T

s
,T

s
) , (35)

where

U(L
r
L

3
.L,L

4
,L

s
,L

s
)

This form of tensor product is юге convenient because the
constraint .

f->VV*er-;VV*e- f'.'- (36)

on the possible values of L
Q
 and T

s
 is ralld here on the analogy

of the Eq.(5).
Taking Into account the expression of 9-J syrtola in terae of 6-J
symbols :

p/ VW
I I L

we get

. ал г I ал г •» алЛъ i

4
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Accorddlng to emend expression (3) tlie Цувоп
connected with the Ideal b-boaon water operator

(3fl)

l e

,00
oo

(39)

(40)

The Цувоп lasee of the primry u-Ьовопв (for IVBN - the vector
boeone p) nuaber operator f is connected with the nuaber operator
of Ideal o-boeone ae follow

Pj)ff) = м + гяь (41)

le t UB «rite dom the explicit fora of the Dyson laaees of
the. aultlpole eeneratore л£ In the case of IVBM

2 E

* /Г

r V*



" /г

т /Г

/ 3

The Пум* 1 « 9 of tfet fuwrstor jP** см fe» rmrltten In
•ore covert for» 15]. To окШв i t m ranrk tint the second
order СмШг operator см he pet in the fora of

Z l-P <-f L T (4*&5o • ( 4 3 )

The Bfeon iMgs of

Cgffd}) ш С i-f" (-f i f (pjfJth+jfyfg . (43')

(Were*« «ее the шшт wtatle» for the СевШг oeerator em ltv

It !• cofl̂ MleiiC to eepereie pJJS) in tw tene

(44)

Then

и



T

let m

i t le внг to

As » r«Mlt w oMafis

,



*•*•

•в retrlU foraula (34) for PgftfH) ш1щ marawloa (44) for

4J

i, £г г, fe fJ.Jr

forwla» (47), (46) vUh (49) аяй •llowlii for ttat

«в §et
* •

Неге awl further on we restrict ourselves by the
lnvMtlgrtlon of the Mat staple Hyson sapping that corresponds
to the vacMwi (scalar) representation of the ufdj algebra when

t = ° • ( 4?
This boson «ipplng le sufficient to discus» the connections



between various versions of the Interaction boson model.

It Is well known [11,12] that In the Dyson boson mapping of

the fermton apace on ideal boson space the spurious state problem

arises. The mapping of the boson pairs on the space of Ideal

bosons lease to the samt problem. P.Park has shown that this

problem can be solved by the pure algebraic analysis and only

its small modification is needed in our case. Mention that there

are only two types of IR of ep(2d,R) - even and odd, which can be

coMtractsd by м а м of d - (21 + 1)(2f + 1) creation operators

u * £ . Under the decomposition ap(2d,R) => u(d) the IR of ap(2d,R)
splits into a infinite number of symmetric IR of u(d) of the type
fJKJD...01 Where Я » О, 2, 4 for the even IR of sp(2d,R) and

Я ' 1. 3, 5,... , for the odd IR of ep(2d,R).

The wave function, corresponding to the fixed boson number IV

belongs to the IR [Ml of the u(d) algebra. They are constructed

from the vacuum state using the creation boson operators u " " (or

the operators f£*)

П и*2Г< IG>1 • <
52
>

The tuo-boscn operators J*^ of nonooapact syaplectlc algebras

ap(2d,R) are traneforatng under the algebra u(d) as syasstrlc

tensors of rank 121. After the Dyson sapping the boson laages

p
D
(t^[) «111 be obtained that also carries the ваш tensors

property with respect to u(d) algBbras, i.e., they belong to the

12J IR of the U(d) group. The «are function In the ideal boson

space Is constructed using the operators Ъ***

spcnf n ( 5 3
>

«here \0) is boson racuua.

The blboson coabinatlons of the new boson operators

can be considered as the algebra u(d(dH)/2) generators an' wave
function in;, corresponding to the fixed boson nugber f

b
.

belongs to the syaaetrlc IR ffty of the algebra u(d(d*1)/2). The
algebra u(d(d+1)/2) syaaetric representation 1П

Ь
) is reducible

with roepect to the
 U
(d) mleabra. The IR fW

b
J of u(d(d*1)/2)

17



algebra can be expended In terw of the IRs of the u(d) algebra
according to formula 1201

(
*b

J
V<d(A*1)/2)

 =
 J Wvid) •

 (55>

wher

л
f8l=(g,.8

s
 8

a
l: 8, * 8

г
 *•••* 8

d
 i 8

h
 - етеп; Е g * 2f„ -f.

Hoover the true nave functions of the IVBM belong only to the
synroetrle IV) IR of the U(d) algebra. Hence only the part of
Ideal boeon space, which comprise the states having the necessary
transformation property (HI with respect to u(d) algebra, «111
correspond to the true IVBM etates and fora the so called
physical subspace in this case. In the problea under
consideration this eyaaetrlc representation appears In
deconposltlon (55) at each talue of H

b
. Thus the true component

exists in wave function always unlike the npplng of blferalon
operators when the Paull principle aakes all states . with. boson
nuaber *

b
 > й/2 epurlous (d Is the number of single patrlcle

states adaislble for the fermlone). One йоге difference of the
sapping of blferalon operators Is the biboson combinations of the
boson operators fora u(d(d-1)/2) algebra.

The dimension of the boson 'space corresponding to the
syanetrlc IR 19

b
l of u(d(d+1)/2) algebra Is

where CjJ is a blnoalal coefficient.
On the other hand the dlsmwlon of the physical subspace
corresponding to the syaetrlc IR C2W

b
J of u(d) algebra Is

The greater the boson nuafter f
fc
 la. tha amller part of Ideal

boeon space Is occupied by the physical subspace.
As ал explicit txaaale we gtve the decowpoeltlon of S O K

syaaetrlc. Ill (Ш
Ь
1 of u(d(d+1)/2)=u(?i) algebra constructed by

bilinear co«*inmtlom of the S
t
, S*. Г, t**

t
 flf. D*^ operators

acting In the Ideal boson space on IR or u(6) dynudcal sywaetry



algebra of IVBM

U (21)

[11
(21
(31
(41

(ШЬ1

(21
(41;
(61;
(81;

(2Wb

U(6)

(221
(421,
(621.

J ; . . .

(2221
[441.(4221,(22221

On the analogy of^ P.Park [121 one can introduce the
classification operator S

ss • (58)

«here

г г

«Г Т Г « ,т, r > r 2 T l X2 •
(59)

Z
IMTt IMTt

Strictly speaking the'operator SJLB the vanishing operator, i . e . .
S * О because fjjg Is s l ^ l y Jtlie ff£ wltten In the noraal order**)
f o n . Its Dyson laage Is .

s « 4*ыщы- гш - г (61)

It Is a Ifcjorana type operator «hose eigenvalues depend only on
the U(d) syvaetry. Operator S 1$ scalar with respect to u(d)
algebra and contains one- and two-body boson operators. Thus
operator S could also be written as a linear combination of one-
and two-body Caslalr operators of u(d) algebra



S-ffOr + d - f j - 0
2
Ш й ) ) . (62)

The eigenvalues of O£(u(d)) С а в Ш г operator* 1211 ire of tbs
fora

B
 t 8

t
 (S

t
 * d • 1 - W • (63)

In particular, for the cysaetrlc representation (Ml It gives

0
2
M d ) )

[ n J
 - I f i x i - l ) , (64)

and for the antleyssetrlc representation [1*1 It gives

C^uid))^^ I (M-d-U . (65)

The operator 5 eigenvalues are equal to zero for aywwtrlc IB
of u(d) algebra while positive eigenvalues identify all otter IB
that occur. All spurious states can be shifted to the hlgbar
energy part of the energy spectrua without affecting the physical
eigenvalues and elgenfunctions, by Including the S operator with
a suitable aaplutude factor Into the HaaUtonlaa. As. for the
other ways of separation of the spurious states see (13,141.

6. The harattlsatlM off Sfsea aasflsg

The sain advantage of Dyson sapping Is the generators of the
ap(2d,R) algebra Is expressed as finite boson expansions and
include only twp-boson terw In the case of P(j£ft) operators, or
one-boson and three-boson'terw in the case of pfjjji. P^3*^
operators. The pay for this advantage Is Its nonhersttlcty that
Is evident froa (32) and (34)

However thle disadvantage can be avoided by alatlarlty
transformation (5,9,10,22) that converts Dyson boson realization
.Into a boson realization of HP type. This transformation wakes
tfw» p 0roj^ and f>D(*%l) operotore HerMtlen. without changing the
«ultlpole operators Pj,f4^J. I.e.,



Р„% (66.а)

к p(tf*) г
1
 - Pgpfcg; . (бб.ь)

4£ 4£. (66.О

(66
-
d>

If я» lapose the condition I* » X - real, we can define 7 as

? - Я* К - I* . (67)

llotlce that Г**?"
1
. Fnm (66) and (67) m can «rite

(б8
-
Ъ)

F » ip(Jg))* - (XJg) . (68.О

Fro* (68.с) It follows that F coautee with operators P%
(that eatleflee ip(/t*

t
))+ - p(4£)). Tale, In turn, l^llee that

F and therefore 5. are functions of the Caelrtr Invariants of
ufdj alesbra.

Within the physical subspace only, «Rich Is a direct SUB of
syMBtric representations. the Caslalr operators Gg(u(d)) (43*)
•ay be replaced by functions of the nuaber operator, «hlch are
obtained frou (64) by substitution of a mmber operator
elemvalue by nuaber^operator Itself. This replacement leads to
essential slapllflcatlon of the equation (50)

b+JJ (1*2 Wb) . (69)

It Is Important to underline that ^.offi operators «hen



«ipucul to the wave function corresponding syMetrlc IB Ш
'ГЫПРГОГШ It to the wave function corresponding to the eyMetrlc
IK ;;•:<• сi again. It permits to obtain the НегиШап boeon
realization in a simple analytic for».

Substituting (69) and (32) In (68) не get the condition

(1 + 2 Я
ь
) . (70)

Let из choose вот basis In IR [21f
b
J of u(d) algebra. It la

sufficient (for ours alns) to nark this basis only nuiber
operator eigenvalue

ff2*
b
J> . (71).

Operator V Is diagonal In the \12Л
Ь
1> basis

'> .' (72)

Operator b
+
^f leads to the change of the boson number only

(similar to p£* operator)

JJ b > ~ \[2*b+2]> , . (73)

Hote that for an arbitrary function f(H) не пате

/(Й
ь
) Ъ* - Ъ+ f(W

b
 + 1) , (74.а)

f(*
b
) b - b f(H

b
 - 1) , {1АЛ)

hence

у-*(Га
ь
*21) У(12П

Ъ
1) - (1 * 2 П

ь
) , (75)

~ / n + г п
ь
) . (76)

For»ula (76) can be used as a recurrent relation to find mtrlx
elenente of а К operator. Thus не have
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Ь JJ \(2Къ+21> Г$(С2КЬ1) K(t2itb+2J) . (77)

or In the operator form

У(1 * 2Ж
Ь
)Ъ%* .

zpfZ £ o T T v . (78.b>

These formulae are alillar to the well known boson realization
of ap(2,R) algebra. In essence this analogy Is deeper. Remind
that the origin of the nonhermitlclty of the Dyson napping la the
fact that It Kips a general non-orthogonal basis of TR Lie
algebra on orthonormal basis of Ideal boson space [5). Dyson
mapping is therefore, by definition, non-unitary (non-bermltlan).
However in the case of odd and even IR ap(2d.R) algebra, which
are only under consideration, the vectors forcing those
representations are orthogonal each other but the corresponding
basis is not normllzed. Then Dyson sapping hermltilzatlon
procedure Is reduced to the calculation ot the desire
normalization factor to restore the norm of the basis.

T. MSOH Ш Г П И О 0Г TIE IVBJ Я А Ш Т О Ю А Я

It m a noted in papers (21 that vector bosons can be treat as
"quarks", as eleasntary building blocks and the a and d-bosons of
the IBM can be considered as a bound states of elementary
excitations generated by two vector bosons. The interaction
between these secondary S,D and P-bosons is Induced by the
interaction between vector bosons similar to the nucleon-nucleon
interaction that Is Induced by quark-quark Interaction. The
commmrlson of the IVNf with usual versions of the IBM Is rather
Instructive, because In sow» aspects IVBM Is more rich than IBM
does. For eimwfle, two vector bosons can be couple to create
states having U1, that is assent In the ISM. In other aspects
the IVBM is more restrictive, because the physical space of the
IBM-3.5, corresponding to the IVBM consists only a part of the



total tfce Ш - З . Ь space.
Using the exact Dyson boson realization of algebra, ap(12,R)

having constructed In Sec.3 we discuss the construction of the
S,I) and P-loflon HailItonian basing on tbe IVBM HaMltonlan that
conserves the nuaber of vector bosons, I.e., It la Invariant with
reapect to the rotations In the angular Boeentim L and lsospln T
8|шсез. Ш з Harolltonlanfcan be written through the generators of
a u(3) algebra

Я= e
f
 If + е

г
 Я

2
 f e^ 1

г
 * е

4
 й

г

 t
 (79)

where Q
u
 are the Elliott quadrupole operators

Q
M
 » 2 / F î J , (80)

and LM are the angular wowentxm coaponents

Dyson luagea of the angular aoaentu* operators

contain as well the standard ХМюаоп t e n as the additional
contribution corresponding to the F-bosons. Tbe Dyson liages of
the quadrupole operators

- /T (Р*»Р)ю (83)

contain the P-boaon contribution too.

Thua the Dyson lwage of Haalltonlan (80) la of the form



гшв

•
 ( 8 4 )

«here 2*Я*=Е (-ЯГ
|к1
Д*-

<1
 is the scalar product of tensors.

This expression contains aleost all term that are allowable
for the general HaMiltonlan of S, D and P-lnteractlng bosons. In
general case the one and two-boson Interaction Haelltonlan that
conserves the total nueber of S, D and P-bosons and is invariant
with respect to the rotations in the angular n s B t u i and laoepln
врасев contains the 23 Independent constant. In the frae of the
IVBM all these constants can be expressed through four constants
of the Haulltonlan (79) In the case discussed.

The next step would be the application of this Haalltonlan to
the description of the spectra of low-lying levels of nuclei.

The Haidltonlan of юге general form has been used In
Bef.(2], which Is not Invariant with respect to the rotations In
the Isoepin space because the sore general interpretation of
/-spin Is possible when it Is not connected strictly with the
isoepin of a nucleus. The Haatltonlan laags can be found also In
this case but the result Is not given here because It Is rather
cuwbersose.

APPMHI

The 6-J systool values, which are needed for the conetmettom
of the Цувоп lsages of the algebra ар(12,П) generator?,, are
written out in full here .
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